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Sisters is based on a one-act opera by French composer
Giacomo Puccini, staged in 1893 in Milan, Italy. It tells the
story of Turiddu, a shepherd lark, who is taken under the
wing of a farmer, Turiddu (Méndez), who protects and
defends him against the farmer's wife, Lina (in the role of
Turandot). For the movie version, these two characters
were played by Mexican-born Mexican pop singer Camila
Cabello and Mexican actor Eugenio Derbez. Act I Scene 1:
The Lark sings to his beloved, (sings a duet). Scene 2: Lina
sings to her husband, and her husband sings back to her,
while Lina's stupid daughter, Lina Junior, asks the stupid
Lina Senior why she always complains. Scene 3: At that
moment, a merchant arrives, who offers Lina Junior a gold
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purse. Scene 4: After spending the money, Lina Junior tells
her mother that she is bored of life. But after listening to
her singing, her mother agrees to think of marriage again.
Scene 5: Lina Junior, Lina Senior, and the farmer are
outside on the porch, and the merchant comes out of the
house and suggests that the two parties get married. But
Lina Junior refuses marriage, as she loves an aristocrat
named Turiddu. Scene 6: The farmer announces that Lina
Junior has set her heart on an aristocrat. Scene 7: The
farmer leaves, and the following passage of music is sung
by the L
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